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About This Game

Heroes of a Broken Land is a turn-based, dungeon crawling, town management RPG.

Explore procedurally generated worlds and dungeons with multiple parties of heroes. Ally with other towns to recruit new and
more powerful heroes. Explore and loot countless dungeons on your quest to save the world.

 First person, turn-based dungeon crawling action

 Manage multiple 6 parties of up to 6 heroes each to explore the word

 Manage towns, constructing buildings to upgrade your heroes and kingdom
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 Recruit heroes from the realm and turn novices into powerful adventurers

 Each game is a unique world unto itself, with countless worlds and dungeons

 Choose the size of your world: explore a small Fragment for quick adventure, or an enormous one for an epic quest

A Broken Land, shattered by the Wizards of old, the Fragments of the Old World are adrift in the Void. You must visit and
restore each Fragment of the Void, only then can the World be rebuilt. However you are trapped in a crystal body, unable to act

alone.

You must gather and recruit the many Heroes of each Fragment to act for you. You must explore each Fragment of the World.
Delve into every dungeon to gather the resources and power needed to purify each Fragment. Expand your outpost to train and

equip your heroes. Make allies with the other towns and settlements, convince them to join in your quest.
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A very nice dungeon crawler with ok graphics and sound and a bit of city management.. Really Really Really awesome game, i
bought this back in desura and i couldnt stop playing it. A mixture of strategy and rpg that really shine for it simplicity.....and
the music, the music is just brillant, those pianos and emotive and epic at the same time. Also the Winged Pixel is always
listening to the community and updating the game.
Probably the only thing i dislike of this game is the inventory system.
Very recoimmendable!. This game is an absolute gem, I love it. I highly recommend it, especially to people who like RPGs..
Having a lot of fun with this game. Definitely recommend it.. This is one of the best dungeon crawler games I've played in a
long, long, time, and the exploration, town mangement, and party management bits are just icing on the cake. I have to say that
one of my favorite little details is the ability, when in a dungeon, to look at your map. see where you haven't been, and travel
there automatically. That may not sound like such a big deal until you realize just how annoying it is in other games to backtrack
your way through explored areas to get to unexplored areas. I've got "a few" procedurally generataed dungeon crawler games in
my library, and so far, this is hands down my favorite; it has that "magic" that got me addicted to games like Nethack and Moria
decades ago. Enthusasitcally recommended for fans of the genre.. I really "tried" to like this game, gave it all chances I could.
I'm an old school games lover, I know the developpers wanted to make a game for nostalgic players, but this one is too... rough.

+ It's a cute game, but...
- Everything is random, there is no logic in character creation (every characteristic can reach 0 or 100%, so your characters are
quite chimeric, not really sexy...)
- Pixel art is not convincing, graphics and game play are quite poor. Monster design is terrible.
- Game is very repetitve, as its cute but sad OST. Exploration and loot are not motivating.
- Expensive for such low content.

I gave up finally, spending too much of my time exploring, not really understanding where this game could bring me.

(NB : I think pixel art should be used in a clever way. It should not be an excuse to put poor graphics and textures.). A fun, if
simple hybrid between HOMM and Wizardry. You build a small city, gather a party of up to six adventurers to explore an
overworld map HOMM style then dungeon delve for xp and loot.

Pros:
-A unique feeling hybrid of two old school game types
-4 basic adventuring classes that can be upgraded in game
-Lots of loot
-A simple fame and faction system between cities
-Battles can get challenging
-Interesting multi-party dungeons and boss fights
-Multiple avatar selections (gives a game bonus like xp or defense)

Cons:
-Awful music. Seriously just mute it and put on your favorite OST
-Lots of monster recolors, not a lot of variety
-The simplicity can cause the game to get tedious
-Gets grindy really fast

Overall I find it to be a nice casual game with a nostalgic feel. If you're looking for complexity and a huge variety though, look
elsewhere.. Loaded a game instead of saving a game. 10/10 would mess up again.. Reminds me alot of the old school RPGs I
played in the 80's - 90's, Dungeon crawling is alot like the Might and Magic series and when you move around the world it's alot
like Heroes of Might and Magic. I wish there were more games like this.. 30 years ago I might have given this game more than
an hour, but it's not clear why I should do so today. Plotless, obscure, and without any of the interesting complexity of a classic
roguelike. "Look, now I'm in the level 5 dungeon, and there are level 5 rats!" Poor interface, poor graphics (even pixel art
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should have some stylistic coherence, but this is particularly uneven).
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I have played this game through once on a small world, and it took me fifty hours to complete. I was thoroughly engaged the
entire time.

This game distills some of the most engaging elements of dungeon and overland exploration, turn-based group combat, questing
and acquisition into a simple and direct game. The goal is to level up various groups of characters and equip them to defeat the
final boss. It has a simplistic interface, graphics and sounds, but the developer has taken care to effectively implement these
elements to create a charming, rather than crude experience.

For example, auto-mapping occurs for each dungeon location. Since exploration of dungeons is the primary focus, this is greatly
appreciated. Also the map can provide essential information such as secret door or monster location, if a character in that party
possesses the required skill. Small considerations such as this greatly increases the enjoyment level of exploring each dungeon.

Additionally, the game allows for “gaming” the system by easily distributing equipment between each party, regardless of level
differences. This means that a more powerful party and acquire serviceable equipment for the other, lower-level parties. This is
particularly useful, as separate parties often have to work together to clear a certain tower or dungeon.

I am looking forward to the next effort by this developer.. An infinite dungeon crawler without any rogue-like elements - It's not
very complex, but it can scratch that delving itch, especially if you have a nice audio-book to listen to in the background. If
you're looking for the complexity of a dedicated dungeon crawler, this probably isn't for you.

Recommended because there's not anything wrong with the game, but just be aware that it might not be your cup of tea.

For a more in-depth review, see below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V14Hy6_wVk8

. Ok, this is a low budget independent game. Ok, there are a lot of redundancies as well as some weird design decisions. But:
This is a new an unique concept to the genre of the dungeon crawler - combining it with management aspects as well as a multi
party system (i have at least seen in fate on Amiga 92). Even if it might look cheap: This is a very original and at its core good
game. Would love to see a triple-A Remake of it..... A Mixed version of Heroes of Might and Magic 3 and The Eye of the
Beholder.

A good, relaxing game.. great game, loving it so much! thanks guys. This is a nice throw back. I found myself playing for hours.
While I normally make the maps as large as possible a Normal size map is good. The game needs some refinement and alittle
more depth. Flavor text has goblins and dwarf locations and yet you have no interaction with any. Your lizard characters, should
you choose to have any in your party, only attack. Don't waste your time with spells or abilities as they do not use them and just
auto attack. There is no need to really worry about your starting characters stats as there are plenty of dungeons with shrines to
increase them. Debufs are your frineds and probably one of the most useful spells in the game.
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